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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis is to describe the design and 

construction of a data acquisition system to be used for measurements 

of electric bio-potentials in plants. This paper also includes 
descriptions of an experimental application and suggests some possible 
expansions to the system.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A good data logging system is essential for an experiment which 

results depend on the numerical data obtained. In the particular case 

of plant physiology experimentation, where the relevant variables show 
very slow changes with time, some kind of automatic data acquisition sys
tem is required. Besides automatic operation, it is desirable to 

precisely control the different parameters involved in the acquisition 
process like sampling intervals, acquisition time, add timing informa
tion, etc. Moreover, it would be convenient to do some processing to 

the raw acquired data in situ , processing like averaging, data valida

tion, etc.

This kind of versatility is difficult to obtain in a relatively 

simple device using conventional hard wired logic. Programmed logic, 

on the other hand, implements the needed features with a device not 

exceedingly complex. Programmed logic is available nowadays at reason

able prices in the form of microcomputers. These devices can be easily 

interfaced with analog-to-digital modules and storage units such as 

paper tape punches, magnetic tape units, etc., all of which make for 

easy system configuration (Fig.1.1).
This paper describes step by step the. design and construction 

process for a data acquisition system conceived under the terms already
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exposed * The first chapter exposes what is needed and desired in the 

measurement process, the next two chapters describe the physical imple

mentation of the system, and the last chapters compilate the experiences 
obtained from using the electrophytograph in an actual experiment»

L



CHAPTER 2

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

This chapter briefly describes the phenomenon to be measured 

and the details that are to be considered to achieve the precision and 
accuracy required.

Phenomenon under Measurement

Bio-potentials in plants are measured between an inert probe 

(i.e., platinum, paladium) inserted in the soft tissued stems that sup

port the plant leaves, and a second reference electrode placed in the 

soil. A very high input impedance instrument is required to measure 

the potential: an instrument with an input impedance smaller than 10^
ohms will overload the source [1] , (Fig. 2.1).

Electrochemical theory suggests that this potential is produced 

by the galvanic cell formed by the probe-tissue interface, the series 
path and the potential across the reference electrode Cl]. The return 

electrode is usually an AgCl standard cell. The voltages measured are 

on the order of 200-300 mV relative to the AgCl electrode. The fact 

that this galvanic cell is so easily loaded suggests that the electron 

interchange in the cell balanced reaction is very small. The galvanic 

cell can be modeled as a capacitor which for a balanced reaction is 

charged to the measured potential, and when loaded it just discharges.

4
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This viewpoint is strengthened by some experimental observations, such 

as the slow recovery of the bio-potential after being severely loaded, 

and the absence of noise trends in the measured signals even at the 

high input impedances of the measuring instrument used. These two 

observations suggest the existence of a long time constant, circuit as 
part of the voltage source being measured.

Hardware Considerations

As stated in the preceding chapter, the electrophytograph must 

be a reliable and tugged instrument. Since only one instrument is to 

be constructed, cost effective short-cuts need not be taken. In order 

to insure troublefree operation, the least reliable components of the 

system, such as boards and connectors, can be chosen on the basis of ' 

quality regardless of price. Also, simplicity in circuitry and opera

tion will be stressed to insure troubleshooting ease.

In compensation for hardware simplicity, sophistication will be 

included in the electrophytogtaph using a microcomputer for control 

and timing. In this way elementary circuitry, easy to design and wire, 

can be controlled by a stored program to perform complex and repetitive 

operations without hampering reliability.

Input Stage

The input stage constitutes the interface between the phenomenon 

being measured, and the measuring device. The purpose of this interface 

is to buffer and condition the bio-potential signal so the source of 

the signal and consequently the bio-chemical phenomenon is not disturbed.



The voltage to be measured is the potential difference between 
the plant probe terminal.and the return electrode terminal. A differ

ential amplifier is a logical choice for such a measurement. Since 

most commercial differential amplifiers will not satisfy the high input 
impedance required, buffer amplifiers will be required on each differ
ential input. The use of FET input op-amps for these buffers will 
satisfy the requirement of high input impedance [21.

An additional requirement exists on the design of this inter
face: no current should be supplied or drawn from the bio-chemical 

cell. Otherwise, the chemical reaction balance will be altered. Even 

the picoamp level currents Observed.in FET input op-amps will shift the 

voltage being measured at rates of several millivolts per minute. To 

circumvent this problem, both the plant electrode and the reference 

electrode will be connected to the input stage only as long enough 
to acquire the signal. This connection will be done with relays, so 

satisfactory isolation and electronic switching is provided. At the 

same time the problem of measuring several signals is solved by associ

ating a relay to each plant electrode and multiplexing their signals to 

a common input stage (Fig.2.2) .

A/D Conversion

The bio-potential signal data should be converted to reliable 

digital form if accurate future analysis is required. Thus, it is 

necessary to convert the data from analog to digital form.

Prior observations of the bio-potentials [13 showed that their 

rate of change was slow, on the order of few cycles per day. This fact
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plus the requirement of +1 mV accuracy suggests the implementation of 

a precise integrating conversion method such as double ramp integration 

or voltage-to-frequency conversion. These methods have the advantage 

that by adequate selection of. the conversion time, periodic noise trends, 
like power line generated noise (60 Hz) can be nulled out, i.e., if the 

conversion time is selected to be an exact multiple of 1/60 Hz, then the 
integral of such a signal will be zero and the converted.signal will not 

have that noise component.

Data Collection

Here the problem is to store large amounts of numerical data 

from an experiment run for later analysis. Since this application is 

not speed critical, a good storage medium is paper tape. An equivalent 
choice in terms of price is magnetic tape in cassette form. Cassette 

tape systems offer more storage capacity than paper tape units, but 
paper tape data is easy to transfer tti a big computer. Additionally, 

a paper tape unit requires less overall interfacing effort in terms of 

the hardware and software required. .Another practical approach is 

floppy disk memory, featuring large capacity storage and fast I/O data 
rate. Here, price is higher than in both former alternatives, plus a 

necessity for rather complex interfacing.
It was decided to use paper tape for it was the medium that 

offered the most reliable storage method plus the fact that the software 

for processing them was already available.
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Software Considerations 

'There are several operational conveniences that will be 
included in the instrument via software. The basic sequence of opera

tion in a data acquisition system is 1) select channel, 2) convert 

analog signal to digital form, 3) store result in suitable form for 

later retrieval and .4) repeat the sequence after a desired time 
interval. The electrophytograph will essentially perform as shown with 

a sequential channel selection (Fig.2.3).

As discussed before, the bio-potential from the plant will be 
loaded down if the plant electrode is left connected to the input 

amplifier for too long. Consequently, it will be desirable to reduce 

the sampling time to a minimum that still allows correct measurement, 

or better yet, to be able to select the optimum value for a given 

experimental set up. This is easily done with a microcomputer that 
features a software controllable timer. Also % a conveniently variable 

A/D conversion time will help in a similar way.

As soon as the complete.sequence of channel is sampled, it is 

convenient to wait some time before repeating it. Otherwise, the 

amount of data to be stored would be too large for the mass storage 

media being used. However, by waiting a predetermined amount of time, 

the actual sample rate is diminished^, The author's personal opinion as 

drawn from previous experience is that biopotential sampling rates can 

be reduced up to about two samples per hour without violating 
Shannon's sampling theorem C3],
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A very useful debugging aid is to be able to step through the 
normal sequence- In this way, a hardware or software problem can be 
identified and solved. Such an option should be included.

In conclusion, the software to be developed should run in two 

modes, normal execution and step-by-step execution, providing for 

sequential channel selection, variable acquisition time and wait time 

between completed sequences.



CHAPTER 3

HARDWARE CONSTRUCTION

This section briefly describes the physical equipment and the 

construction techniques used in the electrophytograph

Control Computer

To perform the control and timing tasks required for the instru
ment operation, a IMSAI 8048 Control .Computer was chosen for the job C-4]. 

This single board component features an INTEL 8035 microprocessor with 
an internal timer, 2K EPROM, 2K of RAM and 31 I/O lines. The TTL com

patible I/O lines are used to control the channel multiplexer, the paper 

tape punch and to receive the signal from the voltage—to-frequency 

converter. The only modification done to the micro computer was to 

change its timing crystal so the 8035 timer could do a complete count 

in ah integer submultiple of one second. In this way accurate timing 
could be easily programmed. (Fig.3.1).

The micro computer requires 5V @ 1A which is provided by an 
ADTECH modular power supply rated at 5V @ 3A.

Input Stage

The input stage consists of a relay multiplexer and an instru

mentation amplifier. The relay multiplexer has 32 relays, directly 

driven by two 16 line TTL demultiplexers (type 74154). The relays, are

13
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of the reed type, very quick in operation, reliable and sealed from air 

contaminants. They come in a compact DIE type package which allows 

to wire them as conventional integrated circuits. Also, they can be 

driven directly by standard TTL circuits so no buffer/driver circuits 
are required (see Appendix C for schematic).

The instrumentation amplifier is built with a BURR BROWN 3767 
unity gain differential amplifier. To improve its input impedance, two 

RCA 3140 operational amplifiers with MOSFET input are used as unity 
gain voltage followers to buffer the differential amplifier inputs. The 
instrumentation amplifier thus completed has unity gain. To provide low 

pass filtering, the operational amplifiers are purposely lag-compensated 

with a rather high valued capacitor ( 10 pF) so their frequency response 
cuts off at approximately 10 Hz (see Appendix C for schematic).

The completed input stage didn't perform too well on the first 

bio-potential measurements. At relay turn on, the measured voltage showed 

fast spikes with a posterior gradual bio-potential drop off. This 

abnormality was reduced to acceptable levels by wiring a small capacitor 

(680 pF) across both voltage followers inputs and putting a high value 

resistor (100 Mo.) between each group of 5 relays and the High input of 

the instrumentation amplifier. Also, a 100 resistor was connected 

between the voltage reference electrode and the low input of the instru

mentation amplifier. It seems that the inclusion of these large 

resistors decreased the charge balancing currents that took place when 

the relay closed, currents that apparently upset, the bio-potential 

level.
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A/D Conversion 
A voltage to frequency converter was used to digitize 

the signal from the instrumentation amplifier. The device chosen 

was a BURR BROWN VFC32 BM. This is a versatile device featuring 
12-bit conversion accuracy. Its full scale input voltage and full scale 

output frequency are determined by external component values [VJ.
The device is guaranteed to have a maximum nonlinearity error less 

than 0.01% of full scale at a full scale frequency of 10 KHz. In this 
application the external component values were selected to provide a 
full scale input voltage of 830 mV, Such a magnitude was selected 
because it offered a good compromise between overvoltage protection and 

required accuracy of measurement. The full scale frequency was chosen 
to be 3.7 KHz, a value that provided satisfactory linearity and at the 
same time allowing for almost complete use of the available 12-bit 

precision using a 1 second long counting interval. This two parameters, 

maximum input voltage arid maximun output frequency determine the electro

phytograph resolution, which then results to be better than 0.25 mV.

The frequency output of the V/F is of the open collector type.

It was made TTL compatible by pulling this output up to 5V with a
3.3 Kn, resistor and then connected to the TO input of the 8035 micro-
procesor. By doing so, the A/D conversion was done programming the

\ ■

IMSAI 8048 as a frequency counter of the TO signal. The result from 

such a count is proportional to the voltage being measured.
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An alternate method of feeding the V/F signal to the IMSAI 
8048 is by means of an optocoupler. By doing so, complete galva

nic isolation is obtained between the analog circuitry section and 
the microcomputer circuitry. In this way, grounding problems which 
result to be hard to locate and solve are less likely to happen. 

IhdiddtifAliyjthe achieved isolation will make the analog section an 
independent module, easy to test and troubleshoot.

For the purpose of calibration, tWo reference voltages of 600 
and 200 mV were provided on board to W  sampled and stored along with 
the measurements from the other channels. These voltages were provi
ded by a PMC REF-02 TfToltage Reference IC which featured good tempera? 
ture stability (typical output voltage temperature coefficient: /'

3 ppm/ f|) „ \The REF-02 output was 5.000 @ 20 mA. The two reference 

voltages were obtained by means of a precision voltage divider made 
with metal film resistors. The values of these resistors was chosen 

so only 0.2 mA was drawn from the REF-02. The IC besides being a 
stable voltage reference is a precision thermometer. This additional 

feature was employed to obtain circutry temperature information.

The two reference voltages were connected to the relay multi

plexer, along with the temperature voltage output of the REF-02,
The 600 mV level was wired to Channel #1, the 200 mV level to Channel

#2, and the temperature voltage output to Channel #0.
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Paper Punch

A BIGITRONICS 6060 paper tape punch was selected for the data 

logging. Previous experience shows that this simple machine is capable 
of operating for months with minimal maintenance. Also, having TTL 

compatible Circuitry, it is easily interfaced to the IMSAI 8048 micro

computer. An eight-bit port in the IMSAI (PI) was used to transfer the 

binary pattern to be punched in the tape. Another I/O line was used to 
start the punching operation. The data in port P2 was latched for 

67 mS, which is long enough for the machine to complete a punch opera
tion. After this, another data pattern could be presented and punched.

Miscellaneous,

Two power supplies were used to provide the electric power 

required by the electrophytograph. An ADTECH power supply rated at 

5V @ 3A powered the IMSAI 8048 and the digital circuits required in the 

data acquisition section (input stage and A/D converter). A BURR BROWN 

modular power supply rated at +15 @ 50 MA and a BURR BROWN ISO DC/DC 

converter filled the requirements for the analog circuitry (instrumenta

tion amplifier, voltage-to-frequency converter, and the voltage 

reference module). Individual switches and pilot lights were provided 

to monitor and control these power supplies (Fig.3,2).

The data acquisition section plus the paper tape punch drivers, 

an EPROM chip programmer and a switch ROM are assembled in an AUGAT wire- 

wrap board. This board, a very high quality piece of equipment, has 

room for 60 18-PIN DIP packages. It is easily wired and its gold plated
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contacts provide the high reliability required for the electrophyto- 

graph. Ribbon connectors were used to neatly interface the different 
modules: two connectors join the IMSAI 8048 and the data acquisition
board, and another one goes from the board to the paper tape punch 

(Fig. 3.3, 3.4).
The electrophytograph modules are physically mounted in a 56 in. 

tall standard 19-in. relay cabinet. The paper tape punch is rack 

mounted while the IMSAI microcomputer, the data acquisition board, and 

the power supplies are mounted in heavy gauge perforated steel sheet. 
Mounting is structurally simple and very solid. See Fig, 3.5 for more 

details.
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CHAPTER 4

SOFTWARE DESIGN

Up until now the philosophy behind the electrophytograph design 
is one of reliable design through modularity. The software required 
to operate the IMSAT 8048 will not be an exception.

Main Program

The program to execute the data acquisition is a series of sub

routine calls that perform tasks and time delays required for proper 

operation. The main program starts at location 800 (HEX) which is the 

beginning of RAM in the IMSAI 8048. On program start,relay multi

plexer is disabled to avoid short circuiting the plant probes and some 
flags are set for correct program execution. Then, the task sequence 
suggested in Chapter 2 is performed. For initialization of the channel 

scan a subroutine call Channel Zero is executed. The rest of the tasks 

are executed in similar fashion. The flowchart in Fig. 4.1 briefly 

describes the program. A more complete description for the program and 

required subroutines is included in Appendix B .[4].

Subroutines

Here is a brief description of the subroutines required for the 

electrophytograph, operation:

23
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CHANNEL ZERO
This subroutine initiates the sequential channel scan by 

selecting the first channel and punching in the paper tape a code 

defining the start of a data stream. Also, the experiment day and 

time are punched for easy data identification.

COUNT ZERO
This subprogram is part Of the A/D conversion procedure, an 

initialization of the required registers. The registers that accumu
late the count of the pulses from the voltage-to-frequency converter 

are cleared, so is the timer counter register. Also, the number of 

measurements on each channel is made equal to 3. This procedure is 

done separately from the main A/D routine to simplify the latter.
This means easy troubleshooting and increased modularity.

WAIT
This subroutine loads, the timer counter with the actual content 

of the accumulator, starts the timer and returns to the main program 

when the timer flag indicates overflow. If the accumulator is cleared 

before subroutine execution, the delay produced is 1/30 seconds, the 

maximum .for a single call. By calling the subroutine 30 times with a 

clear accumulator, the delay generated is one second long.

Subroutine WAIT is widely used in the electrophytograph software 

as the basic timing element: mechanical operations, A/D conversion,

and the real time clock use it.
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CONVERT A/D

This subroutine implements frequency counting of the signal 
applied at the input TO. The count is done in double precision and 
decimal mode to satisfy precision and design requirements. Before 

calling the subroutine, the accumulator has to be loaded with the de

sired conversion time in 1/30's of a second. For example, loading the 

accumulator with IE (HEX for decimal 30) will define a conversion time 

of one second. When the conversion is completed, the result can be 

found in registers 3 (LSB) and register 4 (MSB).

DISPLAY A/D

This subroutine displays in the LED array of the IMSAI 8048 the 

number of the channel just sampled and the result from,the A/D conver

sion. This result is the raw count for the channel and has to be used 

with the raw results from the 200 mV and 600 mV samples (channels 15 and 

32) to get the actual voltage in mV.

PUNCH •

Subroutine that takes the actual contents of the accumulator and 

punches it on a single paper tape frame. A delay is generated before 

return allowing the paper punch to complete its ^oechanical operation

PUNCH A/D

The double precision value, result of the last A/D conversion, 

is punched in two consecutive frames, least significant pair of digits 

in the first frame, and the most significant pair in the next frame. 

Numbers are punched in BCD.
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CLOCK
This subroutine is executed between channel sample sequences.

It delays the start of the next sample sequence by an integer number of 

minutes (from 1 to 256)» delay.which is determined by the user. It 

actuates as a real time clock by updating and displaying each minute a 
set of memory locations which accumulate minutes, hours, and seconds. 

Consequently, the system operates as a digital clock when it is not 

acquiring data. This timekeeping feature provides the experimenter with 

a handy reference both when the experiment is in progress, and when the 
data obtained is processed.

Execution

The software package already described can be executed in two

ways.

Normal Mode

In this mode the main program executes automatically the task 

sequence. This mode of operation is used for normal data acquisition.

Debug Mode

If any key on the keyboard of the IMSAI 8048 is pressed when 

the electrophytograph is operating in normal mode, a switch is made from 

normal to debug mode. Under this option, the user selects the task to . 

be executed by pressing a predefined key. For example, pressing the 

zero key executes subroutine CHANNEL ZERO, the one key executes subrou
tine COUNT ZERO, and so on. This step by step operation enables the
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experimenter to check and debug both the electrophytograph and his 
experimental set up.



CHAPTER 5

SAMPLE USE OF THE ELE.CTROPHYTOGRAPH

The eleetrophytograph described in this paper was finished-in 
June 1978. It was put immediately to use, monitoring an experiment 

which was being carried out in the University of Arizona Experimental 

Farm, Prince Road site. The test required planting a 1/3 acre field 

with cotton and growing it in exactly the same way as commercial farmers . 

do. The experiment consisted in subjecting the cotton plants to differ

ent irrigation schemes while measuring the plants biopotentials, and 

then try to correlate the excess or lack of water to the measured 
voltage trends.

The field was large enough to allow 18 irrigation channels to 

be plowed. The field was plowed, conditioned and seeded by mid-April.

The rows were.heavily seeded so a desired plant-to-plant separation 

could be achieved by taking out the unnecessary plants.

Irrigation control was obtained by building a shallow pond along 

the south side of the field. Each irrigation channel received its water 

from the pond directly through a 3 ‘ long, 2" diameter pipe. These 

pipes were located so their inlets were at the same height. Then, the 

1 pond-piping system operated to equalize the flow of water into each 

channel. Also, each row could be left dry by putting a flat piece of
29
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material at the pipe inlet, which interrupted the water flow and was 
held in place by the fluid’s own pressure.

The plot was divided into three "treatments" of six rows each. 

Each "treatment" would be subjected to a different irrigation pattern: 

one of these would receive a normal amount of water (normal by grower’s 

standards: every 30 days), and the other two would receive less water

respectively (Fig.5.1).

The electrophytograph was located in a small weatherproof shack 

placed 15’ away from the east field edge. Conduit tubing housed the 
wires that ran from the plant probes to the electrophytograph. Standard 

magnet type wire was used for the probe runs. In earlier experiments 

expensive Teflon insulated wire was used with the belief that it pre- . 
vented current leakage which might alter the biopotentials. For this 

particular experiment, common varnish insulation worked as well as 

expensive Teflon, meaning perhaps that those leakage currents were not 

large enough to alter the biopotentials.

It was the first year that an experiment of this kind was car

ried out. Lack of expertise on ah outdoor experimental setup, and with 

new, untested instrumentation equipment made it impossible to achieve 

the planned goals. Some organizational details proved to be of impor

tance for the experiment success.

1. More personal attention was required at the experiment site 

regarding:



CONDUIT ELECTROPHYTOGRAPH
OUTLETS LOCATION
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TUBING
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SPILES \
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Fig.5.1 Experimental Field
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a- Site preparation: provide better pond-piping system,

better instrument shack in terms of accessibility and 
ventilation.

b. Site maintenance: periodical check for bad, fallen and 

mislocated probes. .

c. Experiment execution: improve irrigation scheduling,

paper tape replacement, logging of additional data 

like rainfall, wind and ambient temperature.

2. Short interruptions of AC power resulted in catastrophic 
failures since the microcomputer program was stored in

J volatile RAM in which content was lost when power was re

moved.

3. The experiment generated huge amounts of data which made 

their analysis very difficult. AC outages and failure to 
replace punched paper tape resulted in some data streams 

being incomplete.

4. Lack of exact knowledge about the phenomenon being measured 

lead to trial-and-error type of solutions for some instru

mentation problems such as grounding and passivity of 

measurement.

All this does not mean that the experiment was a failure. Some 

particular biopotential trends were observed f@r the first time.

1. The biopotential from probes located in the fruiting

branches show an interesting and highly cyclical behavior.



The voltage measured in some of these locations presented , 

daily total variations as large as 200 mV. The voltage 

rose to a maximum during the late night hours» and 

suddenly dropped to a minimum value by 10:00 AM. From this 
hour, the voltage recovered slowly to a new maximum some 

21 hours later (Fig. 5.2, 5.3).

The electric activity from probes located in the lower 

sections of the plant was considerably smaller. A daily 

cycle could still be observed, but the biopotential varia

tions were moderate (100 mV) in comparison with the above 

described.(Fig. 5.4).



FRUITING BRANCH PROBE LOCATIONS

Fig. 5.2 Fruiting Branch Probe Locations
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CHAPTER 6

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following suggestions involve some modifications to existing 

equipments and new approaches that can be implemented in future designs 

to make them more powerful and easier to use.

Hardware

1. If more probes should be scanned, the relay multiplexer can 
be.expanded to handle 64 channels. Few software modifica

tions are required. The following parts need to be added:

a. 32 MAGNETCRAFT DIP-25 reed relays.

b. 2 16-channel decoder drivers (74154)

c. 1 60-socket AUGAT board.

d. 2 daisy chain type ribbon connectors (A/P Products) 

Additional component ̂ assembly is done in the same way as 
in the original relay multiplexer, substituting P70

by P60 and P71 by P61.
2. To avoid program volatility, the electrophytdgraph subrou

tine library can be permanently stored in the EPROM supplied 

with the IMSAI 8048. The microcomputer monitor only uses 

half of the 2K capacity of the chip, so there is plenty of 

space left for the library. Also, by storing the main
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. program in EPROM, its execution can be started on power-on, 

making the -battery backrw? system' unnecessary. However, 
for accurate timekeeping,an external, battery operated, 

real time clock will be required,

3. The addition of an external real time clock will allow some 
fancy scheduling in the way that modern, multiprogrammed 
minicomputers do: turn programs on and off at any time of

the day, or perform data acquisition only during some 

periods of the day (early morning, by example). This could 
be the non plus ultra of sophistication, yet good software 

needs to be written to make these features practical and 

simple to use.

4. If short sample intervals are used, or long periods of un

attended operation are expected, the amount of storage 

provided by a single paper tape roll is a limiting factor.

A Hardware alternative is to use magnetic tape as a data 

storage media. A good choice offering high capacity and 

moderate cost is 1/4" wide mag tape in cartridge format.

This addition will increase the system storage capacity by 

a factor of ten. This means that a 64 probe experiment 

with a 6 minute sample interval could be left up to 10 days 

without requiring operator attention.

An alternative solution is the use of telemetry to trasmit 

data to a central station, instead of storing it on the
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experiment site. Good noise immunity could be achieved by 
using FSK modulation for the data transmission, which is 

a common method used for digital communications over phone 
lines.

Software

1. Modification of the parameters that determine the electro

phytograph Ltime dependent operations could be done with the

help of a main program that prompts the user to change or
not the default value of a parameter. Such a program will 

simplify the timesetting operation in a similar way.
2. The lack of storage space can be circumvented by compressing 

the data to be stored. Software could be used to implement 

a digital filtering scheme and then redundant data points 

could be discarded. Another alternative could be to 

acquire only the minimum amount of data to perform a spec

tral analysis in situ': the resulting simplified waverform

is easier to plot. . Both methods lead to approximate results 

but could be used when very accurate results are not neces

sary.



CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained'from the electrophytograph design, 
construction, and usage can be summarized as follows:

1. The microcomputer controlled electrophytograph is a 

physically simple, reliable instrument, but at the 

same time, very powerful. Its programmability allows 

for modification of parameters such as sampling fre

quency, conversion length, number of channels to be 
scanned, etc. Time information accompanies each data 

stream to simplify later analysis.

2. Annoying program loss due to power outages will be 

prevented by a simple battery back-up system.

3. The large amount of data collected through the experi

ment needs to be reduced considerably by performing 

some data processing prior to the punch operation. 

Digital filtering, variable sampling frequency, data 

encoding are some alternatives to consider.

4. Programming could be used to partially automatize the 

experimental procedure. Warning signal, alarms, etc., 

could be turned off when maintenance or experimental 

procedures had not been completed.

40
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5. More experimenting and/or modeling should be done regard

ing this biopotential phenomenon. The actual level of 
know-how is not sufficient to prevent measurement problems 

such as equipment grounding and biopotential loading. 

Continuous system simulation and further experimentation 

could be used to model the system under measurement. This 

and further experimentation may lead to better knowledge 

of the phenomena and thus better understanding of the 

results.



APPENDIX A 

ELECTROPHYTOGRAPH USER’S MANUAL
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IMSAI 8048
ON-OFF SWITCH

DISPLAYJ1
PINS 2 & 3

EARPHONE PLUG 
TERMINATED CABLEKEYPAD

PUNCH
UNIT

SUPPLY
REEL

MAIN POWER 
SWITCHTAKE-UP

REEL
SHAD COLLECTOR

Fig.A.1 Electrophytograph Functional 
Diagram
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‘ PROGRAM LOADING
. R E Q U I R E M E N T S

UNIT POWERED UP 
CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER
ELECTROPHYTOGRAPH PROGRAM VERSION FEB 79 IN CASSETTE FORM 

STEPS
1.CONNECT EARPHONE PLUG TERMINATED CABLE TO MONITOR OUTPUT 

OF TAPE PLAYER *
2 4LOAD TAPE PLAYER WITH PROGRAM CASSETTE
3.FAST FORWARD TAPE FOR 10 SECONDS.
4.REWIND TAPE TO BEGINNING 
5.SET TONE CONTROL TO 10
6 .SET VOLUME CONTROL BETWEEN 4 AND 5
7.ON THE IMSAI 8048 CC KEYPAD PRESS THE FOLLOWING KEY 

SEQUENCE
T IN | | NEXT | ®  E  0 0  I ENTER

8 .PLAY TAPE PLAYER. SHORTLY AFTER THIS THE IMSAI 8048 WILL
BEGIN BLINKING. IF DISPLAY WILL NOT BLINK AT ALL GO BACK
TO STEP 1

9.WHEN DISPLAY STOPS BLINKING STOP TAPE PLAYER.
IF DISPLAY SHOWS "=" PROGRAM LOAD WAS SUCCESSFUL. 
OTHERWISE GO BACK TO STEP 7.

10.IF PROGRAM STILL CANNOT BE LOADED TRY 
REPEAT PROCEDURE FROM STEP 3
REPEAT PROCEDURE FROM STEP 2 WITH OTHER SIDE OF ;
CASSETTE.

PROCEDURE IS COMPLETED
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PROBE CONNECTION
R E Q U I R E M E N T S  j

UNIT POWERED UP

STEPS
1.CONNECT RETURN ELECTRODE TO LOW TERMINAL OF INSTRU

MENTATION AMPLIFIER(WHITE TEFLON COVERED WIRE)
2.LOCATE RELAY CORRESPONDING TO DESIRED CHANNEL NUMBER 

N O T E : DO NOT USE CHANNELS 0, 1, AND 3 SINCE THEY ARE 
COMMITED ALREADY„

3.PLUG THE PROBE WIRE TO THE CONNECTOR HOLE LOCATED 
JUST RIGTH AND BELOW OF THE RELAY(MARKED WITH A 9). 
USE ONLY AUGAT GOLD PLATED PIN CONNECTORS AND WIRE.

4.GO TO STEP 2 AND REPEAT FOR EVERY PROBE.
5.CONNECT UNUSED CHANNELS TO THE RETURN ELECTRODE. ., 

FAILURE TO DO SO WILL CRASH THE SYSTEM. - V  ; .
6 .CONNECT +15 V POWER SUPPLY GROUND TO A GROUND ROD 

INSERTED IN MOISTENED SOIL NEAR THE PLANT (S) UNDER 
MEASUREMENT.

PROCEDURE IS COMPLETED.
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 .. •PROGRAM EXECUTION
R E Q U I R E M E N T S  :

AOAD --ELECTROPHYTOGRARH PROGRAM VERSION FEB 79
STEPS

l.SUBSTRACT 6 FROM DESIRED SAMPLING TIME IN MINUTES
2.ON THE IMSAI-8048 CC KEYPAD ENTER THE FOLLOWING KEY 

SEQUENCE;# #  H m S E  Hi CD #  1E1,
3.ENTER NUMBER FOUND IN 1 USING NUMERIC K E Y S .
4.COMPLETE ENTER BY PRESSING: 

iNEXTl {ENTER'
5.TO SET REAL TIME CLOCK PRESS

fEXAMf I REG MEMf Q  fNlXTl
6 „ENTER ACTUAL HOUR. USE 24 HOUR NOTATION.
7.PRESS 

NEXT)
8 .ENTER THE TWO RIGTHMOST DIGITS OF THE EXPERIMENT DAY,
9.PRESS

(next1
10.ENTER THE TWO LEFTMOST DIGITS OF THE EXPERIMENT DAY.
11.PRESS

fNEXTi (ENTER] [EXAM] (REG MEMj (JJ Q  (NEXT]
12.ENTER ACTUAL MINUTE 
13.INMEDIATELY PRESS

{n e x t ] {e n t e r I [e x e c I {n e x t !
14.START PROGRAM BY PRESSING

(ENTER]
PROGRAM SHOULD BE- STARTED. WHEN ACTUAL MINUTE ELAPSES 
TO INSURE ACCURATE- TIMEKEEPING: IF PROGRAM DOES NOT 
EXECUTE PROPERLY,. RESET IMSAI UNIT AND GO BACK TO 1. 
IF PROGRAM STILL FAILS TO EXECUTE REPEAT PROGRAM LOAD 
PROCEDURE.

PROCEDURE IS COMPLETE



SEQUENTIAL CHANNEL 
SELECTION

ChOl.=12.34 *

SAMPLED CHANNEL RAW COUNT

WAITING FOR 
NEXT ACQUISITION

EXPERIMENT 
DAY

C 0 1 .23.23.45

HOUR
MINUTES

Fig. A.2 Display Description



DATA INTERPRETATION

THE RAW MEASUREMENTS FROM CHANNELS #1 AND #2 
DEFINE A CALIBRATION LINE:

- :V = —   ---* ChXX+Vo
xx Ch01-Ch02

WHERE

Vxx= SAMPLED CHANNEL VOLTAGE„
ChXX = RAW COUNT FROM SAMPLED CHANNEL, 
V 1= VOLTAGE APPLIED TO CHANNEL #1.
ChOl = RAW COUNTS FROM CHANNEL #1.
V'2= VOLTAGE APPLIED TO CHANNEL #2.
Ch02 = RAW COUNTS FROM CHANNEL #2.

FOR MAXIMUM ACCURACY V^ AND V^ SHOULD BE 

MEASURED AT OPERATING TEMPERATURE. VARIATION IS LESS 

THAN 0.01% OVER THE WHOLE OPERATION RANGE (0O-70°C).



APPENDIX B 

PROGRAM LISTINGS
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-MAIN PROGRAM
IMPLEMENTS DATA ACQUISITION
OPERATION ON ELECTROPHYTOGRA
BEFORE EXECUTION MAKE SURE
THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS CONTAIN
THE VALUES REQUIRED FOR
PROPER OPERATION
FOR 64 CHANNELS
LOC 807 = 27 (TIMING ACCURACY)
LOG 809 = Ob (TIMING ACCURACY)
LOC 810 = 03 (3 MEASUREMENTS)
LOC 814 = IE (1 SEC CONVERSION)
LOC 827 = 05 (5 MIN ACQUISITION)LOC 829 = WAIT BETWEEN SAMPLES 
TO SET THE REAL TIME CLOCK 
DEPOSIT
REG 30 = ACTUAL MINUTE 
REG 31 = ACTUAL HOUR 
REG 32-33 = EXPERIMENT DAY 
START EXECUTION EXACTLY 
WHEN ACTUAL MINUTE ENDS 
TO START EXECUTION PRESS 
THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE 
OF KEYS: RESET, EXEC,
NEXT,ENTER

800 F5 MAIN: SEL MBI SEL RAM
801 9A7F ANL 2, #7FH READY PUNCH
803 5400 BEGIN: CALL CHZERO INIT SEQUENCE
805 b927 CLOSE: MOV El, #27H SETTLING TIME
807 23A8 MOV A, #A8H
809 540A CALL SETTLE
80b bE03 MOV RG, #03Hsoa 5411 REPET: CALL COZERO RESET COUNT8 OF 231E MOV A, #1EH CONVERSION TIME
811 5423 CALL CONVER A/D
813 7410 CALL DEBUG CHECK KEYS
815 5486 CALL PNCHAD PUNCH A/D
817 5445 CALL DSPLAY DISPLAY A/D
819 EEOD DJNZ R6 > REPET REPEAT
816 5462 CALL NEXT CHN CONTINUE
8 Id b605 JFO CLOSE
8 IF 54FC CALL OPEN i? OPEN RELAYS
821 97 CLR C
822 2305 MOV A, #05 ACQUISITION TIME
824 bd05 MOV R5, #05 DESIRED WAIT
826 5 4 AO CALL CLOCK WAIT
828 0403 JMP BEGIN BEGINSUBROUTINE CHANNEL ZERO 

PUNCHES TIME AND DAY INFORMATION 
RESETS CHANNEL COUNT 
NO ARGUMENTS REQUIRED
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AOO
A02
AO 4 
AO 6

AOAAOCAOD
AOP

AllA12
A13
A14
A15

A23 
A24 A26 
A28 
A2A A2B 
A2C 
A2E 
A2F 
A30 
A31 
A3 3 
A34 
A35 
A37 
A39 
A3b

7400 GHZEROs CALL LEADER ? PUNCH LEADER
6834 MOV RO, #34H ? RESET CHANNEL
5480 CALL RESET
83 RET .

SUBROUTINE SETTLE 
TIMING MODULE USED FOR RELAY 
SETTLING AND THE REAL TIME CLOCK 
ARGUMENTS REQUIRED 
RI = DELAY IN 1/30'S OF A SECOND 
A = DELAY FINE TUNING 

5416 SETTLE: CALL WAIT ; DELAY
27 CLR A ; CLEAR OFFSET
E90A DJNZ RI, SETTLE ? CONTINUE
83 RET

SUBROUTINE COUNT ZERO 
RESETS TIMER AND A/D COUNT 
NO ARGUMENTS REQUIRED 

27 COZEROs CLR A
62 MOV T, A
Ab MOV R3, A ■
AC MOV R4, A
83 RET

CLEAR.
TIMER COUNTER 
LSB OF COUNT 
MSB OF COUNT

? SUBROUTINE CONVERSION 
?COUNTS PULSES AT TO FOR AS 
;LONG AS SPECIFIED IN THE 
?ACCUMULATOR BEFORE CALL 
; EACH UNITY IN ACCUMULATOR 
? REPRESENTS 1/30 SEC OF CONVER
TS ION TIME.

55 CONVER: STRT
5440 LOW: CALL CHECKT
C63d JZ DONE
2624 JNTO LOW97 CLR C
Fb MOV Af R30301 ADD A, #1H
57 DA
Ab MOV R3, AFC MOV A, R4
1300 ADDC A, #0H
57 DA
AC MOV R4, A
5440 • HIGH: CALL CHECKT
C63d JZ END '
3635 JTO HIGH ;
2624 JNTO LOW

START CONV. 
CHECK TIMER 
TIMEOUT?
IS TO LOW? 
NOINCREMENT A/D COUNT

CHECK TIMER 
TIMEOUT?
IS- TO HIGH?
NO t TO IS. LOW
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A3d 65
A3E 83

A40 ■ 1643
A42 83
A43 07
A44 83

A45 E5
A46 5413
A48 2339A4A 5 4 IF
A4C 2374
A4E 541FA50 b'834
A52 FO
A53 5468
A55 2341
A57 54IF
A59 FC
A5A 5468
A5C FbA5d 5468
ASF F5
A60 83

A62 B834
A64 54E8
A66 1A
A67 FA
A68 d280
ASA 9272
A6C b276
A6E 03EO
A70 447C
A72 b27A
A74 0330A76 0390

END: STOP TCNT
RET

SUBROUTINE CHECK TIMER 
DECREMENTS THE ACCUMULATOR 
CONTENT ON TIMER OVERFLOW 
CHECKT:JTF TIMOUT 

RET
TIMOUT: DEC A

RET
SUBROUTINE DISPLAY 
DISPLAYS SAMPLED CHANNEL AND 
THE RAW COUNT RESULT FROM 
THE A/D CONVERSION 
DISPLAY: SEL MBO

CALL CLEAR ?
MOV A, #39H
CALL OUTDSP
MOV A, #74H
CALL OUTDSP
MOV RO , # 34H }
MOV A, @ RO ?
CALL DISPRG
MOV A, #41H ?
CALL OUTDSP
MOV A, R4 ?
CALL DISPRG
MOV A, R3 ?
CALL DISPRG
SEL MB1
RET

SUBROUTINE NEXT CHANNEL 
CHECKS IF CHANNEL COUNT 
IS MAXIMUM IF IT IS, A 
RESET IS DONE SO THE SCAN 
SEQUENCE BEGINS AGAIN 
IF COUNT IS NOT MAXIMUM, THE NEXT CHANNEL IN SEQUENCE IS 
OPERATEDNXTCHN: MOV RO, #34H ;
CALL INCLOC ?INC R2 

MOV A, R2 
CONT: JB6 RESET ?

JB4 BB ?
JB5 CC }

AA: ADD A, #EOH
JMP OUT 

BB: JB5 DD
ADD A, #3OH CC: ADD A, #9OH

DONE

SEL ROM CLEAR DISP " 
DISP "C"
DISP "h"
DISPLAY
CHANNEL NUMBER 
DISP "="
DISP
A/D MSB 
AND LSB
BACK TO RAM

f

INC CHANNEL 
DECIMAL VERSION 
BINARY VERSION
IS COUNT MAX? 
DECODE 
BITS 4 & 5
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A78
A7A
A7C
A7d
A7E
A7F
A80
A81
A82
A83
A84

A86
A87
A89
A8AA86

447C0340
3C
47
3F
83
95
27
AA
AO4468

FC548F
FD548F
83

DD;
OUT:

RESET:

JMP OUT 
ADD A, #40H 
MOV P4, A 
SWAP A 
MOV P7, A 
RET
CPL FO 
CLP, A MOV R2, A 
MOV @ RO> A 
JZ OUT

SUBROUTINE PNCHAD PUNCHES IN THE DIGITRONICS 
THE RAW COUNT FROM THE LAST 
If) CONVERSION 
PNCHAD: MOV A, R3CALL PUNCH 

MOV A, R4 
CALL PUNCH 
RET

OUTPUT TO DECODERS

RESET CHANNEL 
COUNT

CONTINUE

6060

PUNCH LSB 
PUNCH MSB

SUBROUTINE PUNCH PUNCHES IN THE DIGITRONICS 6060 
THE ACCUMULATOR CONTENT BEFORE 
CALL. A DELAY OF 67 MS IS USED 
TO LET THE MACHINE COMPLETE 
MECHANICAL OPERATION

ASF 39 PUNCH: OUTL PI, A ; ACC TO 6060
A90 ' 8A80 ORL P2, #8OH ? PULSE
A92 9A7F ANL P2, #7FH ? START-PUNCH
A94 5416 CALL WAIT ? WAIT 67 MS
A96 5416 CALL WAIT
A98 . 83 RET

AAOAA2
AA4
AA6
AA8AAA

0301 
6830 
54EA 
4 4 AC 
6830 54E8

SUBROUTINE CLOCK ,
IMPLEMENTS A DIGITAL CLOCK
TO BE EXECUTED BETWEEN
ACQUISITION SEQUENCES
SUBROUTINE UPDATES 8035 REGISTERS
REG 30 = MINUTES
REG 31 = HOURS
REG 32 = DAYS (LSB)
REG 33 = DAYS (MSB)
BEFORE CALL DEPOSIT ON ACCUMULATOR 
TOTAL ACQUISITION TIME IN MINUTES 
ON R5 DESIRED WAIT BETWEEN 
ACQUISITION SEQUENCES IN MINUTES
CLOCK:

UPDATE:

ADD A, #01H 
MOV RO, #30H 
CALL ADDLOC 
JMP UPDATE 4-3 
MOV RO, #30H CALL INCLOC

UPDATE

SET POINTER INC MINUTES
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AAC 03 AO ADD A, #A0H GT 59?AAE F6b2 JC MINZRO YES, UPDATE HOURSAbO 44C2 JMP DISPHR NO, DISP TIMEAb2 AO MINZRO: MOV @RO, A STORE UPDATEAb3 54E7 CALL INCNXT INC HOURSAb5 03dC ADD A, #dCH GT 23?Ab7 F6bb JC HRZRO YES, UPDATE DAYSAb9 44C2 JMP DISPHR NO, DISP TIMEAbb AO HRZRO: MOV @RO, A STORE UPDATEAbC 54E7 CALL INCNXT INC DAYSAbE E6C2 JNC DISPHR DISP TIMEACO 54E7 CALL INCNXT INC DAYSAC2 E5 SEL MBO SEL ROMAC3 5413 CALL CLEAR CLEAR DISPACS 2339 MOV A, #39H DISP "C"AC 7 5 4 IF CALL OUTDSPAC 9 6833 MOV RO, #33H ; POINTERACb 6904 MOV Rl, #04H j COUNTERACd FO LOOP 1: MOV A @RO jr DISP TIME
ACE 5468 CALL DISPRG
AdO C8 DEC RO
Adi E9Cd DJNZ Rl, LOOP 1
Ad 3 F5 SEL MB1 SEL RAM
Ad 4 54db CALL ONEMIN DELAY ONE MIN
Ad6 EdA8 DJNZ R5, UPDATE CONTINUE
Ad 8 83 RETAdb 6 8 OF ONE MIN: MOV RO, #15 15 * 4 = 60
Add 2339 SEC: MOV A, #39H FINE TUNING
Adf 6978 MOV Rl, #12.0 FOUR SECONDS
AE1 54 0A CALL SETTLE
AE3 E8dd DJNZ RO, SEC
AES 83 RET

SUBROUTINE INCNXT 
INCREMENTS IN DECIMAL MODE 
THE REGISTER POINTED BY RO. 
INCREMENTS BY ACC CONTENT IF 
EXECUTED FROM ADDLOC 
INCREMENTS BY ONE IF EXECUTED 
FROM INCLOC.
INCREMENTS BY ONE WITH RO 
INCREMENTATION IF EXECUTED FROM 
INCNXT.

AE7 18 INCNXT: INC RO ; INC POINTER
AES 2301 INCLOC: MOV "A, #01H 7 LOAD ACC WITH
AEA 60 ADD LOG: ADD A, @ RO 7 ADDAEb 57 DA
AEC AO MOV @ RO, A 7 STORE UPDATE
AEd 83 RET

; SUBROUTINE OPEN 
? DISABLE ALL T4154 DECODERS ; SO ALL RELAYS OPEN 

AFC 230F OPEN: MOV A, #OFH
AFE 8F ORLD P7, A .
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AFF

bOO
b02
b04
b06b08
b09
bOb
bOGbOE

blO
b!2
bl4
b!5bl7
bl9
blA
blCblE
blF

b20
b22
b23
b25
b26
b28

AEE
AFO

83 RET
SUBROUTINE LEADER '
PUNCHES DATA STREAM START CHARACTER 
(FFH), EXPERIMENT DAY, HOUR, AND 
MINUTE IN THIS SAME ORDER.
FIVE FRAMES ARE PUNCHED 

23FF LEADER; MOV A, #FFH
548F CALL PUNCHb833 MOV RO, #3.3H
b904 MOV Rl, #04H
FO LOOP 2; MOV A, @RO
548F ' CALL PUNCH
C8 DEC RO
E908 DJNZ Rl, LOOP 2
83 RET

68FF
8AOF
80
C619
6420
E5
2340
5408
F5
83

SUBROUTINE DEBUG 
CHECKS FOR A KEY DEPRESSED IF SO, EXECUTION MODE SWITCHES 
FROM NORMAL TO DEBUG
DEBUG:

CGNT:

MOV RO, #FFH 
ORL P2, #15H. 
MOV X A, @ RO 
JZ CONT 
JMP STEP 
SEL MBO MOV A, #4OH 
CALL CPR 8279 
SEL MBl 
RET

READY KEYBOARD

SUBROUTINE STEP ALLOWS EXECUTION OF ONE 
SUBROUTINE AT THE TIME 
BY PRESSING THE CORRESPONDING KEY 
KEY O = CHANNEL ZERO 
KEY 1 = COUNT ZERO 
KEY 2 = CONVERSION 
KEY 3 = PUNCH A/D KEY 4 = NEXT CHANNEL 
KEY 5 = CLOCK 

5445 STEP: CALL DISPLAY ? DISPLAY
E5 SEL MBO
5434 CALL KEYIN ?' GET KEY
F5 SEL MBl
54EE CALL DISPAT
6420 JMP STEP

; TO RESUME NORMAL EXECUTION 
; PRESS RESET
? SUBROUTINE DISPATCH 

03FO DISPAT: ADD A, #FO
b3 JMP @A
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APIAF2
AF3AF4
APSAF6

b2A
b2b
b2Cb2d
b2E
b2F
b30

.M6 
A17 
A18 
. A1A 
A1C 
Aid

00
112386
62
AO

3C
47
3F77
773E
83

ADDRESS FOR CHANNEL ZERO 
COUNT ZERO •CONVERSION 
PUNCH A/D 
NEXT CHANNEL 
CLOCK
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT 
OUTPUTS RELAY SELECT CODE 
TO 74154 TTL DECODERS s 
BITS 0-3 OF ACC ARE LATCHED . 
IN P4, BITS 4 & 5 ARE OUTPUT 
P70 & P71, AND BITS 6 & 7 
GO TO P60 & P61.
OUTPUT: MOV P4, A

SWAP A 
MOV P7, A 
RRA 
RRA
MOV P6, A 
RET

SUBROUTINE WAIT 
GENERAL PURPOSE DELAY 
LOADS TIMER WITH ACC CONTENT 
DELAY TIME WILL BE:
CACC)/7680 SECONDS 62 WAIT: MOV T, A

55 STRT
1622 LOOP: JTF TIMOUT
4418 JMP LOOP
65 TIMOUT: STOP TCNT
83 RET
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J 7 J 3

5V 1 2 GND 1 2
+15V -15V P10 P10
. VI V 2 .. Pll Pll
FI F2 P12 P12

DIFF FREQ P13 -PIS
PI 4 P14

DO D1 P15 P15
D 2 D 3 P16 |pi6
D4 D5 PI 7 P17
D 6 D7

CAPL CARE
P60 P61

J 8 J 4

+28V(W49) 
-15V(W14) 
GND(W40) 
CH2(W17) 
CH4 (#19) 
C H S (#20) 
CH7(#22)

. 1 2
P41
P43
P71,
T1

P27

P40
P42
P70
TO

C O M M (#12) 
+ 1 5 V (#13) 
CHS (#16) 
CHI (#18) 
S T P U (#44) 
CH6 (#21) 
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Fig.C.4 Ribbon Connector Description
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